CHLORINE, AMMONIA & CO2 BULK STORES
(e.g. 920kg Cl₂ Drums, 1150kg &/or 1450kg NH₃ Pod Tanks etc.)

CHLORINE, AMMONIA & CO2 PACKAGE STORES
(e.g. 33kg &/or 70kg Cl₂ Cylinders, 32kg NH₃ Cylinders etc.)

DOOR OPEN SIGN (DS WCSS150)

This **Hazard Warning** sign is in landscape format with standard warning symbol as per AS1319. The other text is black on a yellow background.

Material: Metal – 300 (W) x 225 (H) with the other dimensions as indicated.

- The **Door Open** sign shall be posted on the outside wall and near the entry door(s) to the chlorine, ammonia and/or CO2 store, chlorinator/ammoniator/carbonation, and solution room door(s), but is not to be obscured when the door is open. If there is lack of wall space then place the signs on both sides of the door.

- The **Door Open** sign shall be displayed at a level that is visible from the normal direction of approach.

**Note:** This sign is not required for cubicles.